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Abstract: This research investigates the extensive explored field of personal values:
what do they mean for junior designers, are they exchangeable with other persons,
and what will be exchanged? The paper contains an explorative grounded theory
methodology on the exchange of personal values between stakeholders and junior
designers during projects. Five interviews with junior designers gave insight in
collaboration and interaction with stakeholders, and value exchanges by the junior
designer within a project. The authors present two conceptual models: one for
personal stakeholder mapping, and one for exchanging personal values. The first
model enables junior designers to position stakeholders relatively to their personal
capabilities and professional capabilities. The second model shows the valueexchange between the junior designer and his client, his employer and his personal
contacts. Both models may help to add perception to personal values and an insight
in the exchangeable values between stakeholders.
Keywords: Exchanging values; personal values; collaborative stakeholders; junior designers;
value models

1.

Introduction

In university projects, design students have been mainly collaborating with other design
students who bring in similar knowledge, expertise, and perspectives. This is different from
practice, where multi-disciplinary collaboration is a success factor widely adopted (Petri,
2010). During first employment, or internship, junior designers will have to learn to cope
with multidisciplinary perspectives while staying true to their own personal values (Van
Onselen, 2014). We define values as ‘principles, standards, and qualities that guide actions’
(Le Dantec et al., 2009), and relate to ‘basic human values’ such as benevolence, power, and
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0
International License.
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security (Schwartz, 2001). Expressing values in conversations is difficult and they are
embedded in our behaviour. Values can be intrinsic or extrinsic (Schwartz, 2001). Junior
designers are unaware of potential effects from their contributed value in design projects
(Stompff, 2012). In this paper we explore the field of Industrial Design Engineering, in which
designers are often working in new product development (NPD), product design or productservice systems.
Designers are a distinct group of professionals (Banks, Gill & Taylor, 2013). Designers need to
consider a wide range of human values in their work (Snelders, 2015) such as beauty,
newness, goodness, cleanliness, and justice. Additionally, designers are being motivated by
these fundamental human values (Brouillette, 2013). Designers’ influence is generally
indirect, as multiple business functions collaborate in innovation projects. Designers depend
on other company departments such as manufacturing or financing to achieve business
goals (Snelders, 2012). Therefore, stakeholders might struggle due to differing perspectives
(fig 1). Hiding your personal values from team members might not be the best solution.
Understanding the exchange of values might benefit collaboration between stakeholders.
This research investigates the question: ‘What values played a role in the collaboration and
how these values interact between junior designers and stakeholders involved?’
The paper firstly reviews literature on values, boundary objects, and team-collaboration,
followed by an explorative study of junior designers in practice.

Figure 1 - Visual of different value-perspectives in projects between stakeholders and the junior
designer.
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2.

Literature Review

2.1

Values

Researchers investigated the role of personal values in design (Trimingham, 2008; Le Dantec,
2009) and explained differing value perspectives of stakeholders (Den Ouden, 2011; Rygh,
2015). Design researcher Trimingham (2008) describes internal design values shaped by
individual’s beliefs, and external design values shaped by societal beliefs. Her taxonomy
increases professional designers’ awareness on personal values when making decisions in a
design process.
While Trimingham (2008) describes the designer within the design process, another design
researcher Den Ouden (2011) focuses on value levels surrounding the user. Den Ouden’s
literature review resulted in a value framework with four value perspectives contributing to
meaningful innovation, namely the economic, psychological, sociological, and ecological
perspective. Designers can apply the framework in open innovation where they collaborate
with stakeholders. Personal values are not embedded in the value framework.
Personal values are closely related to the norms of individual members in the team and
affect overall team behaviour (De Vries, Manfred, Balazs, 1997). Sociologist Schwartz (2005)
did extensive research on values and found evidence for his theoretical framework in over
60 countries among which a 35.000 sample survey in Europe. Schwartz mapped 10 basic
Value surveys and maps
human values and 57 motivational values in a model.
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This model (see figure 2) positions related values with underlying motivations adjacent and
non-related values opposite from one other. Schwartz discovered that people tend to
balance multiple values by focusing either way on motivations that enhance related values,
called the ‘bleed-over effect’, or suppress low-related values, called the ‘see-saw effect’.
Values listed by Schwartz are used to find relations in common beliefs within population
groups rather than individuals. Schwartz based his values and motivations on the explorative
research by Rokeach (1968), which is considered as one of the grandfathers in the research
of values. Values listed by Schwartz are grouped in 5 intrinsic- and 5 extrinsic values
(Schwartz, 1992). Intrinsic values; Benevolence, Universalism, Affiliation, Self-Acceptance,
and Community Feeling are beliefs in desirable end-states for a person. Extrinsic values;
Achievement, Power, Conformity, Image, and Popularity are beliefs in what people may
desire from situations with other persons.

2.2

Collaboration in teams

Designers are mostly unaware what they contribute when collaborating in new product
development (NPD) teams (Stompff, 2012). They know they ‘add something,’ but not exactly
what. Additionally, team-expectations of designers are mainly based on cliché identities and
often reduced to simplistic tasks such as designing shapes and bodies of products (Stompff,
2012). These so-called boundaries can create borders in teamwork. Stompff has determined
the contributed value of designers within NPD-teams. Designers are forced to ‘fit’ in
activities and connect with team performances, to avoid the problems they could have with
individual team members. Snelders (2012) states ‘the design professional acts as a careful,
and caring companion to people.’ Designers have an ability to connect, empathize, and
communicate with professionals from other disciplines.

2.3

Boundary objects for transferring values

Organizational researcher Carlile (2002) refers to boundary objects in new product
development as ‘means of representing, learn about, and transforming knowledge to resolve
consequences that exist at a given boundary’. Thus, having knowledge within organisations
may act as both a source and a barrier within projects according to Carlile. Knowledge about
the organisation which has been grown into tacit knowledge, can be labelled as a personal
value for a stakeholder (Carlile, 2002). Values are described as beliefs that guide behaviour
and therefore difficult to transfer. Boundary objects may be useful to create a path for
transferring values across the boundaries of different disciplines (Akkermans & Bakker,
2011). Performing transitions and interactions across different sites is referred to as
boundary crossing. Akkermans and Bakker revealed four learning mechanisms that may help
in crossing boundaries: identification, coordination, reflection and transformation. Boundary
objects can contain, or reveal, fuzzy ideas (i.e. tacit knowledge) into explicit tangible objects
and often show a way to express the ones which seems not expressible (Koskinen, 2005).
Scholars have developed boundary objects for transferring values in NPD-teams. The Value
Pursuit of designer Rygh (2014) and the Value Flow Network of Den Ouden & Brankaert
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(2013) are examples of boundary objects to explain and transfer values of stakeholders.
Rygh (2014) developed an approach facilitating ‘the alignment of expectations and
addresses the importance of trust and meaning’ within NPD-teams. Rygh identifies inwardlooking companies are not open for sharing their values when collaborating. Her approach,
called the Value Pursuit, encourages stakeholders to step out of their silos and place their
values on a map when starting a project. Using the map as a coordinating tool helps
stakeholders to put their values on the table, which can be reflected on by others and
transformed if needed. Rygh argues stakeholders who know all personal values in advance
may apply them during co-creating sessions. This creates a certain trust between
stakeholders in a project.

Figure 3 - Value flow network (Den Ouden & Brankaert, 2013)

Figure 4 - Value Pursuit of Rygh (2014)
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Den Ouden & Brankaert developed a model for value transfer in NPD-teams called the Value
Flow Network (see figure 3). The Value Flow Network identifies exchanged value information
between stakeholders and coordinates the process of value-transfer between connected
stakeholders within the ecosystem (Den Ouden & Brankaert, 2013). The Value Flow Network
provides insights on the direction, type, and constant flow of values in projects. Both models
of Rygh and Den Ouden & Brankeart help stakeholders to identify their values in projects,
where the model of Rygh can also be used to reflect on these values through gameplay.

2.4

Conclusion from literature review

The literature review provides examples of tools functioning as boundary objects for
mapping stakeholder values. The Value Pursuit of Rygh (2014) and the Value Flow Network
of Den Ouden & Brankeart (2013) are boundary object showing value transfers between
user and surrounding networks. Akkermans and Bakker (2011) describe 4 phases to cross
boundaries: identification, coordination, reflection and transformation. Boundary objects
can help junior designers gaining insight in value-exchange during professionalisation and
influence their decision-making while designing. Junior designers might understand their
behaviour with a boundary object and use values as an asset to reach preferred end-results
(Rokeach, 1968; Schwartz, 2005). Trimingham took a first step and made design decisionmaking more tangible, although it is not translated into a boundary object. This research
aims create a model for identifying personal values of junior designers and map the valueexchange between stakeholders and designer. The goal is to support junior designers
reflecting on their personal values and their influence on stakeholders in NPD-projects.

3.

Methods

Five semi-structured interviews explored how junior designers exchanged personal values in
practice. The aim of the interview was to create a list of involved stakeholders, find the
personal values of the participant, and link these values with stakeholders into a theoretical
model. Values of involved players with a different perspective can create a conflict or even
block the creativity in innovation (Rothkegel, 2011). The interviews discussed the
participant’s master thesis period and professional experience after graduation, assuming
that the master thesis period is relevant in the early career of designers and influences their
professional attitude, values and interaction with stakeholders.
An interview topic guide was developed based on literature review insights. The topics
focused specifically on exploring what values played a role in the collaboration and how
these values interact between junior designers and stakeholders involved? The three topics
questions are shown below.
1. Who are the stakeholders in the collaborative project?
2. How does the junior designer interact with the stakeholders and visa versa?
3. What are the personal values of the junior designer playing a role in the
collaboration?
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Firstly, we interviewed participants on the number and type of stakeholders involved in their
master project, secondly on collaboration with these stakeholders, and thirdly on project
experiences in practice after graduation. We discussed value-exchange in context of product
design projects with a slight emphasis on master graduation projects of junior designers. The
advantage was that before conducting interviews, participant’s master thesis could be
analysed on stakeholder involvement during the project, underlying motivations for
decision-making in design, and interactions between the junior designer and stakeholders
during collaboration. This helped us to formulate a few case specific questions.

3.1

Pilot

A pilot was executed with a Master student of Strategic Product Design. The pilot-interview
focused on the students’ Bachelor thesis, which has to be described to understand the
context and check interpretations were made right, to serve the purpose of creating the
right order of questions. The data of the pilot-interview was not used in the analysis. After
the pilot the structure of the topic guide was adjusted. Asking questions about current
projects and the graduation project within the same topics occurred as confusing and was
not natural. The major adjustment was the interviewer started initially with questions about
the graduation project and continues later with questions about the current projects in the
interview to sensitize the participant.

3.2

Participant Selection

Five junior designers were interviewed in-person with semi-structured interviews. The
participants are all graduated 2 years ago or less, from Delft University of Technology, with a
Masters in Industrial Design Engineering. The final project, in the last semester, is often in
collaboration with a client company at which students have an internship position and can
spend most of their time on the so called graduation project.
At this university, students can choose specialisation in Design for Interaction, Integrated
Product Design, or Strategic Product Design. The junior designers selected completed one of
the Master Programs and we aimed for a maximal diversity. Another selection criterion
prescribed that participants should be working at a company for less then three years after
graduation. Education experiences are relatively fresh in mind, while the organisational
influence is expected to be relatively low. Therefore junior designers are anticipated to make
a better comparison between their educational practices with their professional practices
when recently ended their educational experience. Table 1 show an overview of the
interviewed participants.
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Table 1 - Overview of demographic information from the respondents.

3.3

Data Collection

Firstly, graduation thesis’s introduction, summary, discussion and conclusion were analysed
to formulate in-depth questions aiming to uncover participant’s decision making influenced
by their interests. These personalized questions were added to the general interview topic
guide.
Secondly, interviews were conducted at the participant’s office or home. Each interview
lasted about 50 to 75 minutes. One researcher conducted the interview and took notes for
probing, while the other researcher took detailed notes. These roles were swapped each
interview. Interviews were audio recorded and conducted in Dutch. In the first part
participants shared experiences they had during their internship related to the three
research questions. The second part of the interview focused on work experiences as
employee or start-up entrepreneur after participants had graduated.
Finally, the interviews were summarized within a week and evaluated. The summaries
include an overall interview description and literal transcripts of the important topics, such
as personal values. After the first two interviews some changes were made in the topic guide
and the interviewer’s performance. No changes were made after the second interview in the
topic guide.

3.4

Data Analysis

Data from the interview summaries, records, and documents, was analysed using Grounded
Theory a systematic methodology of qualitative data analysis (and Corbin; 1990). Our
analysis began without any pre-supposition of what results could be found in the data.
Instead, existing patterns were brought forward from the data through iterative coding. Two
researchers, the first authors, individually generated by means of open-coding, initial lists of
codes for the first interview to get a sense for congruence between ambiguous quotes and
personal values. Second, these lists of codes were exchanged between the researchers and
compared with the interview in a similar way. Third, a new list was made using focusedcoding with representing quotes from the interviews and the initial lists of codes. Fourth,
links were made between the quotes and the intrinsic and extrinsic values of Schwartz
(2005). The values of Schwartz were chosen because of the two divided groups of 5 intrinsicvalues and 5 extrinsic-values, and the underlying 57 motivations. This created a clear start
8
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for analysing the data. The matching activity was done by the two researchers individually.
Also a list of stakeholders was created and linked with the values of Schwartz, together with
the type of contact between stakeholders and junior designers. Any differences between the
researchers in the coding process linking values were evaluated and solved. This resulted in
a final list of values and stakeholders. The number of times when a value was mentioned
were noted. An overview was made of values documented in the data of more than one
respondent. The overview of values and of stakeholders are the basis of two designed
models explained in results.

4.

Results

From the transcripts and summaries of the conducted interviews seven stakeholders were
determined indicated as relevant during the graduation project. Only stakeholders
mentioned by at least two respondents were considered. To answer the first topic question
‘who are the stakeholders in the collaborative project?’, the resulting seven stakeholders
are: the supervisor, the mentor, design students, the graduation company, friends (unrelated
to study), family, and a close friend or buddy. The respondent contacted each stakeholder
for different reasons, thus the relevance of one stakeholder could be supported by multiple
motivational values. Table 2 shows an overview of the stakeholders and the type of contact
respondents had while collaborating.

Table 2 - Overview of collaborative stakeholders and their type of contact within a graduation project.

We should clarify assumptions we made of stakeholder’s roles. Firstly, design students who
have a similar educational background, can be asked about project information in a similar
way a junior designer can address his colleagues at work, thus enabling design students to
function as ‘colleagues’. Secondly, since respondents were interviewed about their
graduation project for a company, the graduation company is considered as ‘client’.

4.1

First model - ’Personal Stakeholder Map’

The next step was mapping the involved stakeholders in a stakeholder map. In what way do
these stakeholders relate to the designer or ‘How does the junior designer interact with the
stakeholders and visa versa’? In figure 5 you can see a visual of the ‘Personal Stakeholder
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Map’ model, which is used to map stakeholders during a NPD- project. The stakeholders
mentioned in table 2 can be mapped inside the model. The junior designer is fixed on top of
the model, as main subject in the project, while the stakeholders are flexible as relations
with them may be different for each designer. During interviews two respondents
mentioned being highly involved on a personal level with formal stakeholders making the
relation more informal. For example, P1 mentioned: “I was just highly involved with these
people”, where she meant people working at her graduation company (fig 6). Or P3
mentioned “everything could be discussed with each other and that also happened a lot
between me and my brother”. Therefore, the model represents in vertical direction the type
of contact a designer has with stakeholders ranging from informal towards formal. The
dotted line indicates formal relations as neutral, thus theoretically are located ‘further away’
from the junior designer. Informal relations with stakeholders are located near the junior
designer. This resulted in a model placing formal relations on a lower position than informal
relations.

Figure 5 - The ‘Personal Stakeholder Map’ model.

The data showed respondents share two different kind of capabilities: Personal Capabilities
and Professional Capabilities. Respondents said to have personality related conversations
with one stakeholder, and professional conversations about results or progress with
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another. For example, P4 mentioned “she trusted her mentor from an earlier project” which
added to the personal related conversations, or P2 who said “she was afraid for critical
questions and was challenged to answer difficult questions” by her mentor. Therefore, the
two arrows moving away from the junior designer represent the difference in what is shared
with the stakeholder at moments of contact, either personal capabilities (personal problems,
personal support) or professional capabilities (results, drawings, presentations). Being
informal with stakeholders makes it harder to tell the difference between sharing your
professional capabilities or your personal capabilities.

Figure 6 - The processed model for respondent P1.

In figure 7, stakeholders have been mapped of each respondent P2, P3, P4, and P5.
Immediately seen is every map differs completely. Each respondent experiences the relation
with a stakeholder differently. The relations with stakeholders of P1 were mainly informal,
as they are located near the junior designer, and were also about personal capabilities. The
relations with the stakeholders of P2 and P3 were both informal and formal, and were more
about professional capabilities than personal capabilities. P4 did not mentioned family,
friends or a buddy as stakeholder. Therefore, these missing personal contacts are not
visualized in the map of P4. She mainly interacted with the employer and the clients. These
relations included many professional capabilities and were very formal. She explains herself:
‘‘I have only concerned with my graduation, besides that I did nothing extra.’’ [P4]. This was
similar for the interview of P5, in which he also referred mainly to the client, boss, mentor
and a buddy. He stated: “There are only 4 involved stakeholders during the project: the
designer himself, the client, the producer, and the University.” [P5]. The interviews of P1 and
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P3 also showed less contact with stakeholders as family, friends and/or a buddy, but they
did talk about them in the interview, therefore they are visualized in light grey. Only P2
mentioned during her interview that she had a lot of contact with every stakeholder. The
boss was mainly mentioned as a formal stakeholder for whom professional capabilities were
presented. Only P3 had an informal relation with his boss, however, this might have been
caused by the low presence of the mentor.

Figure 7 - Visuals of the ‘Personal Stakeholder Map’ model for the respondents P2, P3, P4 and P5.

4.2

Personal Values in Collaboration

The first part of the results describes seven stakeholders and their relation to junior
designers while collaborating in a project. This part tries to answer the question which was
used in the interviews: What are the personal values of the junior designer that play a role in
the collaboration? The data from the interviews were analysed to find the personal values
exchanged between the stakeholders. Not all seven stakeholders were consistently
mentioned in all the interviews, therefore we reduced them to four categories: the junior
designer, the client, the organisation, and personal contacts in Table 3.

Table 3 - Simplified overview of listed stakeholders.
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• The junior designer; The junior designer is represented by the respondent of
this research who is working on his/her graduation project or within the
working environment.
• The organisation; The organisation team is a collective name for the several
stakeholders within the graduation project and a job environment. During the
graduation project the team is represented by the supervisor and the mentor of
the university. The junior designer works for the university and hopefully ends
up with a decent report that will allow him to graduate; he/ she needs to fulfil a
job to earn ‘success’. When the junior designer starts to work, he/she likely has
a boss, colleagues, and maybe even a mentor. These stakeholders can be
included under the same name as they represent the employer.
• The client; The junior designer executes a project for the client. The client ‘pays’
the employer of the junior designer for the delivered work. The internship
company is considered as client for whom the junior designer delivers a
graduation report and the company in return pays money to the university. In
relation to the similar working environment where the junior designer will likely
end up working for the stakeholder is mentioned as client.
• Personal contacts; Junior designers also exchange values with people who are
not part of their project, such as friends, family or a buddy. They are referred to
as personal contacts, since they do not collaborate on the project itself,
although they may indirectly assist the junior designer.

Figure 8 - Simplified stakeholders visualized in the Personal Stakeholder map’ model for all
respondents.
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Grouping stakeholders resulted in a simplified ‘Personal Stakeholder Map’ model in which all
respondent’s relations are mapped. As can be seen in figure 8 stakeholders’ positions vary
per respondent. Similarity is observed in the employer mapped in the more formal position
and professional capabilities side. Most personal contacts positioned close to the junior
designer occur informally.

4.3

Second model - ‘Personal Value Exchange’

The stakeholders and the exchanged values form together the basic overview of valuesexchange within projects. As described before quotes were coded and linked to the values of
Schwartz, a summarized overview of stakeholders, quotes, and linked values can be seen in
table 4. The first stakeholder named shares the value towards the second named
stakeholder, who receives the value from the sender. An exception is the junior designer
himself: he/she can have internal thoughts about values which he/she does not share but
rather reflects on.
Analysing the transfer of values resulted in an overview presented in table 5, which shows
how many times the basic values of Schwartz and the motivational values are exchanged
between stakeholders. Basic values are visualized in the table, for example ‘1. Self direction
(5)’. The number between the brackets indicate how many times a value in a particular
category was mentioned. If the motivational value was mentioned at least twice it is also
shown in the table; ‘1.1 Freedom (2)’.

Table 4 - Summarized overview of quotes linked to values.
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The values from the exchange process are visualized in a ‘Personal Value Exchange’ model
(fig 9). The model provides an overview of frequently mentioned values by multiple
respondents. It also shows between which stakeholders values are shared. The arrows
indicate the direction between the stakeholders, thick arrows represent more values than
the thin ones. Junior Designer-to-Organisation means the junior designer shared the value
with the employer. The figure only shows the values which were exchange at least twice, for
example the value ‘Self direction (1)’ only transferred once between a junior designer and
personal contact is not shown in this model.

Table 5 - Overview of exchanged values between designer, client, organisation and personal contacts.

Figure 9 - ‘Personal Value Exchange’ model including exchanged values
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5.

Conclusion

The two conceptual models represent the value-exchange between junior designers and
project-stakeholders. Our aim was to find an answer to the question ‘what values played a
role in the collaboration and how these values interact between junior designers and
stakeholders involved?’. The ‘Personal Stakeholder Map’ gives insight which stakeholder play
a role, and the ‘Personal Value Exchange’ gives us an answer to our question.
The authors belief the models ‘Personal Stakeholder Map’ and ‘Personal Value Exchange’
have additional value for the design research field and bring new insights on the use of
values in design projects. The models may also contribute to developing boundary objects to
facilitate personal value-exchanges. Junior designers can identify their personal values and
map relations with stakeholders. However, further research is needed to prove if the models
enable junior designers to reflect better on their collaboration with other stakeholders.

6.

Limitations & Suggestions for Further Research

The research performed in this paper has its limitations. Firstly, the researchers did use
documents to cross-check involved stakeholders and value-exchange, but did not fully
triangulate data. Using multiple informants could have helped to validate stakeholders’
interactions or exchanged values during collaboration. The five respondents each represent
their own case-study, due to the time limitation, related informants were not involved.
Furthermore, the paper is based on a small-scale research study containing only five
respondents. We did carefully select a salient group with diverse backgrounds, however,
interviewing more respondents will provide a stronger foundation for the models.
Additionally, our suggestion would be to investigate the influence of education on the
exchange of values during collaboration. Do specializations such as Strategic Product Design,
Design for Interaction, and Integrated Product design influence the kind of values that will
be exchanged with stakeholders? Though respondents did Industrial Design Engineering as
their Bachelor-study, the different master programmes were not taken in consideration
during this research.
To verify our results, we showed the stakeholder-maps to our respondents, however due to
time limitation the personal values found have not been checked by the respondents. The 57
motivational values of Schwartz originate from quantitative research and are therefore
reliable values to link with quotes of respondents. Schwartz grouped the 57 motivational
values among 10 basic human values. The researchers did not distinguish the basic human
values from the motivational values during coding. An interesting additional research could
be looking into terminal or instrumental values as proposed by Rockeach (1968).
Additionally, a list of specific design values could be created according to quotes of junior
designers to increase the comprehensibility of ambiguous.
Finally, the interviews generated data mainly on the exchange of values during the
graduation time, and only little information was generated for the personal value- exchange
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after graduating. We did not expect this at forehand. This makes our results very reliable for
graduation projects, but less for early career projects. A new study could focus on postgraduation projects.
Future research could also let junior professionals with non-design backgrounds reflect on
their personal values using both models. The ‘Personal Value Exchange’ model could
increase awareness of young professionals on which values are exchanged more frequently
among stakeholders in collaborative practice. Since the personal values will likely be
different for every person, this would increase the validity of the Personal Stakeholder Map.
A second suggestion is to use the ‘Personal Value Exchange’ model for personal value
mapping in a quantitative research approach to discover potential patterns for informalformal relations and personal-professional capabilities. Where do junior designers position
stakeholders while working in a project? When quantifying this study, however, the
grouping process may be used as identification method to place stakeholders within similar
groups - for instance by rank.
Acknowledgement: The authors would like to gratefully acknowledge the support of
Dirk Snelders and the junior designers who participated in this research for generously
giving their time and input in the benefit of this study.
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